
Foot structure and cognitive bias: An artificial grammar inv estigation
This paper argues that language learners are subject to a cognitive bias favoring foot-based gen-
eralizations over phonological patterns. Phonotactic andmorphological evidence for foot struc-
ture can be found in a range of languages which lack rhythmic,or otherwise foot-dependent
stress. Examples include languages with edge-based stress(Irish [13]), pitch-accent languages
(Japanese [10,15]), and tone languages (Kera [14]). This raises a puzzle: if the primary func-
tion of foot structure is to organize rhythmic stress [11], why would languages without foot-
conditioned stress deploy the foot in other phonological ormorphological domains? One pos-
sibility is that speakers are influenced by anANALYTIC BIAS [12] that predisposes them toward
foot-based statements of phonological regularities. Thatis, the presence of foot structure in
languages without foot-dependent stress could reflect a deeper cognitive bias directing learners
to look for foot-conditioned phonological patterns duringacquisition. If correct, this would
support the view that prosodic categories like the foot are universal [1,5,7,9, etc.].

Two artificial grammar experiments [16,17, etc.] were carried out to test this hypothesis.
Participants were speakers of either American English (Exp. 1) or Tokyo Japanese (Exp. 2).
Both experiments followed the same procedure. First, participants were exposed to trisyllabic
words in an artificial language (theTRAINING PHASE). These words consisted of synthesized
CV syllables (C∈[ptks], V∈[ui]), with stress falling on the first or second syllable. The training
stimuli obeyed a specific phonotactic restriction: the vowel in the post-tonic syllable was always
[i], never [u] (Table 1). This phonotactic restriction was ambiguous between a stress-based
statement (*[u] in post-tonic syllables), and a foot-basedstatement (*[u] in the weak branch of
a trochaic foot). Stimuli were presented auditorily while participants passively listened.

In the FIRST TEST PHASEparticipants heard novel trisyllabic words. Half of these words
contained [u] in the post-tonic syllable, in violation of the vowel phonotactic observed in the
training phase. To verify that participants had learned this implicit phonotactic, they were asked
to judge which test stimuli sounded like words from the training phase (≈ ‘grammatical’ words).
In theSECOND TEST PHASE, participants judged whether novelfive syllablewords could belong
to the training phase language. These stimuli had only one phonetic stress (on the first or second
syllable), but could in principle contain two feet: one overt foot, cued by stress, and a second
‘covert’ foot without phonetic cues (Table 2, [3]). As such,these five syllable stimuli served
to disambiguate whether participants learned a stress-based or foot-based formulation of the
vowel phonotactic. If participants learned the vowel phonotactic in terms of foot structure, they
should extend the ban on [u] to the weak branch of the second, covert foot in five syllable words
(assuming exhaustive footing). If participants learned the phonotactic in non-structural terms
instead, with direct reference to stress, no such extensionshould occur.

The results of Exp. 1 (English speakers) show that (i) participants learned the vowel phono-
tactic for trisyllabic words, and (ii) extended it to the covert foot in five syllable forms, though
somewhat unevenly. These results provide preliminary support for a bias toward foot-based
phonotactic generalizations. However, since English has vowel phonotactics conditioned by
stress and foot structure [2,4], these results could simplyreflect prior experience with English
phonology. To address this worry, a follow-up study was conducted with Japanese speakers in
Tokyo (Exp. 2). Japanese does not have foot- or accent-basedvowel phonotactics [6], so a repli-
cation of Exp. 1 would provide stronger support for the hypothesized analytic bias. The results
of Exp. 2 show that Japanese speakers (i) also extended the vowel phonotactic to covert feet in
five syllable words, and (ii) did so more readily than Englishspeakers. The effect of native lan-
guage is attributed to a language-specific difference in thephonetic realization of feet: Japanese
makes ample use of covert footing [8], but English does not. Exp. 2 thus provides further
evidence that language learning is guided by a bias for foot-based phonotactic generalizations.
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Grammatical (observed)Ungrammatical (unobserved)

(CV́.Ci)CV *(CV́.Cu)CV

CV(CV́.Ci) *CV(CV́.Cu)

Table 1: Schematic 3σ training phase stimuli (with assumed foot boundaries)

Overt/stressed foot Covert foot

Grammatical (CV́.Ci)(CV.Ci)CV

Ungrammatical *(CV́.Cu)(CV.Ci)CV *(CV́.Ci)(CV.Cu)CV

Table 2: Schematic 5σ test stimuli (initial stress only)
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